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The purpose of this article is to describe the phenomenon of choking
in sport, and suggest a process approach to managing competitive
pressure and choking (based on the sport, cognitive, and clinical
psychology literature). Specific suggestions are provided for athletes
to use before, during, and after competition. Athletes are encour-
aged to accept and acknowledge pressure and the feelings associ-
ated with choking, as opposed to attempting to avoid or get rid of
these feelings. The strategy for athletes to use during competition is
to ACT on it, or to follow the steps of Accept, Center, and Trust.
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As if performing poorly in high-pressure, widely publicized sport situations
isn’t bad enough for competitive athletes, the sport media seems particularly
obsessed with labeling such occurrences as “choking” (even ranking them
by degree of catastrophe, such as ESPN’s “25 Biggest Chokes” and “Power
Ranking the Top 50 Worst Chokes in Sport History”). Professional golfer
Adam Scott’s inability to perform even at the par level (a realistic standardized
score for professional golfers) during the closing of the 2012 British Open
Championship, was a publicized example of the “choking” phenomenon,
where he blew a four-shot lead with four holes to go in pursuing one of
golf’s greatest major prizes. Television commentator Nick Faldo captured the
psychological trauma of such an event by saying, “Adam Scott is going to be
scarred for life” (Sportsmail Reporter, 2012).
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Choking in Sport 157

The phenomenon of choking in sport holds great allure for us because
we are amazed to see it happen on the biggest stages, to elite, world-class
athletes, and we are exasperated and embarrassed when it happens to us. As
the great tennis champion John McEnroe stated: “When it comes to choking,
the bottom line is that everyone does it. The question [is]: how [are you]
going to handle it? Part of being a champion is being able to cope with
it better than everyone else” (Goffi, 1984, pp. 61–62). Therefore, it seems
important to understand choking, to better deal with the experience when
it occurs, and to prepare strategies to reduce the tendency to choke and its
debilitating consequences.

WHAT IS CHOKING?

Choking is not merely a poor performance. Choking is a significant, even
unusual, performance decrement in response to the pressure of needing to
perform well in situations with a high degree of perceived importance (Hill,
Hanton, Fleming, & Matthews, 2009; Mesagno & Hill, 2013).

One could argue that in the previous example, Adam Scott simply per-
formed poorly at a critical time in competition, as opposed to “choking.” It
is true that media and naı̈ve observers infer choking, without truly under-
standing the subjective experiences of the athletes being observed. However,
Scott’s performance down the stretch was unusually poor, including four bo-
geys and a missed three-foot putt, which in the words of his playing partner
that day (Graeme McDowell), was “hard to watch” (Cannizzaro, 2012, p. 2).

Thus, choking is different from sub-optimal performance (Hill, Hanton,
Matthews, & Fleming, 2010a, 2010b; Mesagno & Hill, 2013). Several aspects
of choking serve to make it a particularly negative experience.

Unusual Performance Decrement

First, the performance decrement observed in choking is typically significant
enough to affect the outcome of the competition—usually an important com-
petition (Hill et al., 2010a). Athletes make mistakes in important competitions
just as they do in any competition, but a choke is a dramatic decline from
an athlete’s current ability (Mesagno & Hill, 2013). Jana Novotna’s famous
choke in the 1993 Wimbledon final occurred when she was a service point
away from leading Steffi Graf 5–1 in the final set (a seemingly insurmount-
able advantage). But a double-fault at that point seemed to trip some switch
in Novotna, and her play from that moment included multiple double-faults,
and badly missed forehand volleys, overheads, and ground stokes. A jour-
nalist described Novotna at this point as “unrecognizable, not an elite tennis
player but a beginner again” (Gladwell, 2000, p. 3). This certainly appeared
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158 R. S. Vealey et al.

to be a choke—not a great come-from-behind effort by Graf or a couple
of simple mistakes by Novotna—but a significant and unusual performance
decrement in response to the pressure of trying to win the most prestigious
tennis tournament in the world.

Single-Moment versus Progressive Deterioration
of Performance Choking

The significant performance decrement observed in choking can occur in
the performance of a single task (e.g., free throw, soccer penalty kick, golf
putt) or as a progressive deterioration of performance over time. This is
referred to as “acute” as compared to “chronic” examples of choking in sport
(Gucciardi, Longbottom, Jackson, & Dimmock, 2010). Like Novotna, Greg
Norman’s collapse in the final round of the 1996 Masters golf tournament,
after starting the day with a six-shot lead, was a progressive choke. He missed
shot after shot, with the spiral of negative performance seemingly building
and progressing out of his control. Norman shot a 78 on the final 18 round
(a horrible score for a professional), compared to the course-record 63 he
shot on the opening day.

The single-moment choke scenario is often more shocking, such as
when I. K. Kim missed a one-foot putt on the final hole of the 2012 Kraft
Nabisco Championship (a major championship for the LPGA). This choke
cost Kim the championship, as she was immediately defeated in a sudden-
death playoff.

Pressure and Perceived Importance

Choking is a response to the pressure and perceived importance of the mo-
ment (Hill et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2010a). Jean Van de Velde had a three-stroke
lead and needed only a double-bogey (two over par for a hole—a seem-
ingly easy task for a professional) on the final hole to win the 1999 British
Open. But after multiple mis-hits (hitting into the rough, the grandstand, and
the water), he went on to choke away a prize that was probably the most
important in the world to him.

However, the importance and ensuing pressure can come from many
sources, such as high expectations for athletes (fans, coaches, parents, team-
mates), fear of negative evaluation, and athletes’ concerns about their image
to others (Hill et al., 2010a; Mesagno, Harvey, & Janelle, 2012). Famous high-
status soccer players were found to perform worse in high-pressure penalty
kick situations than lower status players (Jordet, 2009), suggesting a greater
ego threat to the more accomplished players (more public pressure).
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Choking in Sport 159

Potential for Psychological Damage

The fourth characteristic that distinguishes choking as an emotionally painful
sport phenomenon is that it has the potential to negatively affect the psyche
of the athlete, even in their future performances. Choking hurts, it is embar-
rassing, and it at times threatens the perceived self-worth, competence, and
identity of athletes (Hill et al., 2010a). Nick Anderson was an outstanding
player for the Orlando Magic, but is often remembered for missing four free
throws in the last 10.5 seconds of a game in the 1995 NBA Finals. All that
was needed was for him, a career 66% free throw shooter, to hit one of
those free throws, which would have put the game out of reach. However,
he did the unthinkable and missed four in a row, and the opposing team
tied the score and won the game in overtime. The next season Anderson’s
free throw percentage plummeted to 40 percent, and he admitted that the
crucial misses had affected him. “It affected the way I played. It affected the
way I lived. It played in my head like a recorder—over and over again.”
(Blinebury, 2009).

Matthew Syed, former British table tennis star went to the 2000 Syd-
ney Olympics in peak shape. He choked, describing it as “a psychological
catastrophe unfolding at the worst possible moment”—a pretty powerful def-
inition of choking (Hattenstone, 2012). He stated that he used coping skills
to recover, but admitted “It was very hard to come to terms with” and “I
don’t think I was ever as psychologically robust again.” Research supports
this idea that a single incidence of failing under pressure can result in a
dramatic decline in performance afterwards (Gray & Allsop, 2013), as well
as lowered well-being and impaired self-identity (Hill, Hanton, Matthews, &
Fleming, 2011).

WHY CHOKING OCCURS

Multiple theories have been proposed to explain the underlying reasons why
choking occurs in sport. We briefly and generally overview three of these
reasons, which provide the basis for mental strategies athletes can use to
manage pressure and choking.

Distraction

First, pressure can distract the athlete from focusing on relevant aspects
of the task. The ability of athletes to focus on competitive tasks and skill
execution is hampered, because their attention is distracted as they attempt to
process anxiety-related thoughts (self-doubts and fear of failure and negative
evaluation) (Eysenck & Calvo, 1992; Gucciardi et al., 2010; Mesagno et al.,
2012).
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160 R. S. Vealey et al.

Pressure is especially powerful when an athlete is unprepared for it (Hill
et al., 2010a), and it can increase anxiety and produce irrelevant thoughts,
such as negative evaluation from others, letting the team down, or the out-
come of the performance (vs. the process needed for successful performance
execution). These irrelevant thoughts consume much of the working mem-
ory needed to process relevant information, so distraction especially hampers
strategizing and decision-making (Beilock & Gray, 2007; Gucciardi et al.,
2010).

Self-Focus

Although pressure can prevent athletes from focusing optimally on the ex-
ecution of a skill, it can also cause them to focus too much on it. When a
skill is well learned, an athlete executes it automatically. For example, an
experienced golfer can focus on her target and execute her swing without
having to think about each specific part of it. However, when she feels pres-
sure to perform well in a critical situation, she may turn her attention inward
and think about each part of her swing in her extra effort to perform well
in the situation. Consider the difference in how you think about walking in
front of an audience (e.g., across the stage at graduation) vs. how you think
about walking around your house (e.g., you don’t think about it—you just
do it). Nike’s famous tag line is sound advice—“just do it” means to perform
automatically and effortlessly, which is necessary for optimal performance.

Thinking about how to do a sports skill is called “explicit monitoring,”
which of course backfires because the athlete is no longer executing with
typical and smooth automaticity (Beilock & Carr, 2001). Skilled athletes in
several sports have shown worse performance when they focus on details or
parts of their own movement execution (self-focus or internal focus) instead
of focusing on a more holistic internal focus (e.g., “smooth” for a golf shot,
“soft” for a basketball free throw; e.g., Mullen & Hardy, 2010) or focusing
externally away from skill execution (where you envision the ball going off
your bat in baseball/softball; e.g., Bell & Hardy, 2009; Castaneda & Gray,
2007).

Anxiety

As a result of performance pressure, athletes respond with increased anxiety
(physical symptoms of nervousness as well as mental worries and doubts
(Hill et al., 2010a). Athletes can experience anxiety throughout competition
and find it helps them feel ready to compete, but it becomes problematic
and can lead to choking when they interpret it as negative and difficult to
control (Gucciardi et al., 2010; Mesagno & Mullane-Grant, 2010; Otten, 2009).
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Choking in Sport 161

Golfers susceptible to choking found anxiety difficult to control and rushed
their shots (Hill et al., 2010a).

Often, to combat this anxiety, athletes turn their attention inward and
“try too hard,” spiraling then into more trouble as their explicit monitoring,
or self-focus, denies them the ability to perform automatically in a trusting
manner. Or conversely, athletes will turn their attention to the symptoms of
anxiety, allowing these to distract them from the appropriate competitive fo-
cus. To facilitate performance under pressure, anxiety should be interpreted
as normal, even expected, and athletes need to engage in training to en-
hance their abilities to manage this inevitable anxiety effectively (Hill et al.,
2011).

A PROCESS APPROACH TO MANAGING PRESSURE AND CHOKING

Note the key verb “managing” in the heading for this section. Our position
is that we don’t evade or control pressure or choking. Choking is a psycho-
behavioral phenomenon that occurs because we are human and care a great
deal about what we’re doing. We recommend that athletes accept that, un-
derstand it, and develop preplanned and practiced strategies to manage
themselves when these situations occur. The idea that choking under pres-
sure is a normal response and that acceptance of pressure and choking is
preferred over experiential avoidance (pretending it’s not happening or try-
ing to make it go away; Luoma, Hayes, & Walswer, 2007) is the foundation
of our process approach.

We advocate a process approach to managing the pressure of an up-
coming competition and the experience and aftermath of choking when it
does occur. Martens (1975) usefully conceptualized competition as a pro-
cess, which included not only the actual competitive event, but also athletes’
subjective thoughts prior to and after the event, as well as their unique re-
sponses during the competitive event. We’ve created acronyms to represent
how athletes can prepare for pressure and choking before, during, and after
competition (see Figure 1).

Before Competition: MAPP It

In the offseason, preseason, and time leading up to competition, athletes
should MAPP it—or engage in the mental and physical preparation that will
help them manage pressure and the various challenges that accompany it.
Athletes should view this as mapping out their unique plans for how they
view competition and how they will handle themselves.
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162 R. S. Vealey et al.

MENTAL PREPARATION

A big part of mental preparation for athletes is responding in productive,
focused ways during their physical training routines. The most important
thing athletes can mentally practice is their responses. Remember that choking
doesn’t occur from anxiety, but rather our responses to the anxiety (typically
distraction or self-focus; Hill et al., 2010b). Athletes should plan to respond in
productive ways that work for them. They can identify specific occurrences
that trigger them to lose focus and lead to choking. They can then prepare
themselves to accept that this may happen. It very well could happen, and
it’s not the end of the world if it does. The critical thing is the athlete’s
response to it when it occurs.

Here are some specific mental-rehearsal suggestions:

• Mentally recreate some of the typical thoughts and feelings of discomfort
that come with pressure and bad moments in competition. Acknowledge
the pressure, accept it, and realize that it’s part of competition (it’s why you
play!). Your goal is “clean discomfort,” where you’re not exactly enjoying
the feelings, but also not resisting them or struggling against them to
make them go away (Harris, 2006). By accepting and acknowledging the
pressure, fear, and anxiety as normal and part of competition, you remain
centered without moving into panic and rushing (Luoma et al., 2007).

• Reconnect mentally with your commitment and values (Hayes, 2005)—why
you enjoy the game, why you play, and how prepared you are. Your
perspective allows you to be accepting of less than perfect execution all
the time.

• Practice the techniques that enable you to manage your feelings, such as
deep breaths and the “slow down” (talking, walking, and thinking more
slowly and deliberately to avoid rushing and panic; Vealey, 2005). Find
the deep breathing rhythm count that works best for you (such as 6-2-7
for inhalation, hold, and exhalation; Selk, 2008). A simple one is to count
5 (inhalation) and 5 (exhalation).
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Choking in Sport 163

• Create and mentally and physically rehearse a pre-performance routine that
enables you to feel comfortable and ready, and that leads automatically
into executing the skill (for self-paced skills; Hill et al., 2011; Mesagno &
Mullane-Grant, 2010). Routines are short series of thoughts and behaviors
designed to get athletes into the trust mode (Janssen, 2014). Some athletes
prefer very simple routines, while others like more elaborate, multi-step
routines. The key is to consistently follow one’s routine so that it becomes
automatic, hopefully priming automaticity in performing the specific sport
skill that follows the routine.

PHYSICAL PREPARATION

Athletes need to get used to pressure as much as they can, and be exposed to
many different types of pressures in training. Examples include performing
in front of others judging you, performing while being videotaped, and
performing through many types of distractions (Beilock, 2010). The idea is
to get athletes used to performing despite facing what they fear the most, by
exposing them repeatedly to a wide range of very challenging stressors and
pressure conditions.

Athletes should engage in physical preparation activities that set them
up to trust their performance later during the heat of competition. Trust
is a skill in which athletes release conscious control over movements and
allow automatic execution of the motor programs that have been developed
through training (Moore & Stevenson, 1994). For example, a golfer with
whom the first author consulted, felt the need to hit a large number of balls
repetitively at the range. Her coach wanted her to more selectively switch
clubs to practice more realistically (like switching clubs when playing on
the course). And of course her coach set up drills and on course activities to
simulate difficult shots under pressure. The athlete complied with the coach’s
drills, yet arranged for the time and space to repetitively groove each club.
She described it as “banking” those hundreds of wedge shots, so that under
pressure, she had solid trust and belief that her wedge shot was automatic.

Some other activities to train for trust include trust monitoring and rep-
etitions (Janssen, 2014). In trust monitoring, athletes monitor ten repetitions
of a particular skill. Following these repetitions, athletes are asked to assess
how many of the reps they trusted and how many of the reps they experi-
enced trust disruptions, such as overthinking, aiming, or guiding. This helps
athletes become aware of when they trust and when they don’t, as well as
what things interfere with their trust. Trust repetitions involve coaches direct-
ing time in practice for athletes to execute physical performance repetitions
where trust is the main focus. They should be directed to “let the skill go,” as
opposed thinking about technique and mechanics. If we want athletes to let
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164 R. S. Vealey et al.

go and trust in competition, we have to help them train for trust in practice
(Janssen, 2014).

During Competition: ACT on It

Having mentally planned how to view pressure and respond to choking, ath-
letes are now ready to ACT on it. At moments in competition when athletes
become distracted, lose confidence, make a bad play, or even experience
a downward spiral of performance and pressure, we want them to engage
a three-step ACT response. Of course, this ACT response only helps them
if they have done the physical and mental preparation that sets them up to
respond effectively in these difficult moments. The three components of the
ACT response are Accept, Center, and Trust.

ACCEPT

The first step in the process is accept. As they have mentally rehearsed,
athletes should be open and accepting of the feelings, pressure, loss of
focus, anxiety, and/or fear (Hayes, 2005; Luoma et al., 2007). They can
remind themselves that they knew this could happen, and they’re prepared.
They should remind themselves that they are not their thoughts—they’re just
a person having these thoughts. The aim is to feel the discomfort, but keep
it “clean,” without struggling and fighting against it or trying to make it go
away (Harris, 2006).

CENTER

After the important step of acceptance, athletes should center by physically
and mentally exuding poise, outer confidence (often faking this), and a
strong posture. They should use their deep breathing rhythm count to op-
timize their physical arousal, and can also use it as a symbolic “cleansing”
or “centering” breath just prior executing a skill (Selk, 2008). Athletes will
want to keep their focus of attention simple and going outward, focusing on
their job right now or the next play. If they like to have a “go to” phrase or
word, this should be holistic so as to direct their focus externally, such as
“aggressive,” “hard to guard,” “patience,” or “target” (Hill et al., 2011).

TRUST

The third step—trust—is definitely the hardest! Athletes should follow their
routines and immerse themselves in the process of playing. They can trust
their preparation and their routine (Mesagno & Mullane-Grant, 2010; Moore
& Stevenson, 1994). Even when feeling shaky, they can remember all the
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Choking in Sport 165

shots they took at the range or gym and know the shot is in them waiting to
come out. Athletes ask us what to do when they don’t feel confident, and the
answer is to focus. We suggest letting focus and preparation carry them at
tough moments when they’re not feeling confident (Orlick, 2007; Vealey &
Vernau, 2010). An important strategy is to not fixate or panic over not feeling
confident (Luoma et al., 2007). Accept that these are typical thoughts that
come up, and that you are prepared and trained to focus and execute, even
without feeling confident. Trust in your routine, and your body following
your routine automatically as it’s been trained. Keep your focus simple, and
on the task in front of you.

After Competition: GIRD Yourself

To gird means to prepare oneself for action, and particularly to provide,
equip, and invest, as with power and strength. This is particularly important
after competition when athletes have performed poorly under pressure, or
choked. Athletes should remember that choking is a process, which does
not always end when the competition is over (Hill et al., 2009, 2011). The
idea of GIRDing yourself means focusing on the most productive responses
in the aftermath of choking to lessen the possible psychological trauma or
residue of the event. The four components of the GIRD process are Growth
Mindset, Identify, Resolve, and Diffuse.

GROWTH MINDSET

Overall, athletes want to maintain a growth mindset (Dweck, 2007), where
their competitive performances are continuous mastery attempts that are part
of an ongoing effort to grow and expand their ability. Learning is simply
a string of failures and successes—it’s called trial and error, not trial and
success.

Professional golfer Rory McIlroy explains the growth mindset he used
to rebound from choking away a big lead at the prestigious 2011 Masters
Tournament: “It was a valuable experience to blow a major like that.” He
admitted having feelings the day he choked that he had never experienced
before on a golf course, such as “thinking about [losing the lead] instead of
my next shot. So I learned to stay in the present, to stay in the shot you’re
playing, because nothing else matters. The only thing you can control is that
next shot, and that’s something I had to learn. I think you have to go through
those experiences to be able to handle it better” (Rude, 2013, p. 45).

IDENTIFY

When the emotion of the event has subsided, athletes should systematically
go through their performance mentally identify—that is, to rationally assess
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166 R. S. Vealey et al.

how things went and understand how and why things happened as they did
(Hill et al., 2011). In consulting with a high school golfer, he was despondent
about how he had “choked” on the back nine. When we went over his
scorecard, he had five pars and a birdie (meaning he had performed well on
six of the nine holes). We were able to break down the three problematic
holes, and in doing so he realized that he had hit a total of four bad shots.

RESOLVE

The word resolve comes from the Latin resolvere, which means to loosen or
unfasten. This important third part of the GIRD process is to break up or
disintegrate the overwhelming “whole” of the experience (Hayes, 2005). Like
the golfer who broke up his back-nine score, athletes should carefully and
rationally reconsider their performance to keep the episode from solidifying
and becoming greater than it is.

DEFUSE

To defuse means to make less dangerous, tense, or embarrassing—to weaken
the effects of the negative performance. Cognitive defusion is a basic strat-
egy in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy to keep people from overly
focusing on negative experiences (Luoma et al., 2007). To defuse from the
choke experience, athletes should observe their thoughts and look “at” them
rather than looking “from” them. Replace “I am” (a choker) with “I’m having
the thought that I am” (a choker), to emphasize that thoughts and feelings
are something athletes have rather than something that they are. Thoughts
are thoughts, and rather than trying to not think them, the aim is to accept
them yet be less fused with what the thoughts imply. Another basic language
guideline is to replace the word “but” (e.g., “I had a chance to win the game,
but I blew it.”) with “and” (e.g., “I had a chance to win the game, and I blew
it”) To defuse means to step back and observe what occurred, without being
caught up in it (Harris, 2006).

Consider how the athletes mentioned previously responded to defuse
their choke experiences. I. K. Kim—who incredibly missed a one-foot putt,
costing her a major championship—says, “I think sometimes we think about
our work too much. Golf is what I do, not who I am” (Theiser, 2012, p. 1).
To defuse the event even more, Kim filmed a humorous segment for the
Golf Channel demonstrating the many ways she could make a one-foot putt
(with a wedge, driver, left-handed, and by putting the putter between her
legs). She clearly demonstrated her resilience and that the choke would not
consume her.

Adam Scott, who seemingly choked so miserably at the 2012 British
Open, turned around and won the 2013 Masters major championship the
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Choking in Sport 167

very next spring. It was a stunning win for his first major championship,
coming off the heels of his British Open meltdown. His father recalls the
defusion process: “Straight after [the British Open], we talked a lot about
the tournament. I genuinely felt that by Wednesday, the negative emotion
was going.” Scott explained further: “I played well at [the British Open]. I
didn’t win, and that hurts, but I enjoyed the process of getting to that point.
It was about knowing what I’m doing is right.” During his Masters win,
his father observed, “I’ve never seen Adam as calm playing golf. He [had
learned] something about himself as a golfer than he didn’t know before”
(Diaz, 2013, p. 89). In 2014, Scott ascended to number one in the men’s
world golf rankings.

Choking is inevitable at times when the pressure is intense to succeed
in a highly valued activity. It is a painful thing to experience, yet it is ripe
with sport and life lessons for those who have the growth mindset and will
to become better because of it. We encourage athletes to embrace the entire
process, by MAPPing out their goals and strategies, ACTing in accepting and
trusting ways in competition, and then GIRDing themselves afterwards to
respond resiliently.

The approach suggested in this article emphasizes the learning and
application of some cognitive-behavioral strategies to help athletes manage
their thoughts and feelings, and to plan and rehearse productive responses to
pressure and choking. Practitioners should refer clinically-based responses to
pressure and choking, such as clinical anxiety disorders, to licensed mental
health practitioners (Tod & Andersen, 2015). However, for the many athletes
who could benefit from a process approach to the pressure of competition
and the experience of choking, we hope that our suggested strategies are
useful.
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